Flexible synthesis can deliver more tailored and timely evidence for research and policy
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The evidence synthesis and summarization that’s conducted through systematic reviews has revolutionized decision-making. However, synthesis faces three serious problems. First, reviews often do not cover the issues or geographies needed for specific decisions (1). Second, duplication of reviews on similar topics hinders efficient use of research resources (1). Third, reviews rapidly become out of date (2). These problems undermine evidence use in decision-making. There are ways to overcome these challenges by providing customizable and transparent evidence synthesis that is easily updatable. Such tools would be of great use to policymakers looking to inform their decisions with current, reliable evidence.

Major efforts have been made to improve the robustness of scientific evidence (3), but we need further progress to make evidence more relevant to practitioners and policymakers (4). Even when evidence about an intervention of interest has been summarized, the relevance of any conclusions to a decision-maker may be limited if a review includes studies from contexts that differ from those of the decision-makers (3). Transferability is key here—the extent to which an intervention’s effectiveness would be the same in a different context (5). Myriad factors may influence transferability, including: (i) settings, locations or environments in which interventions are carried out; (ii) the target population of a study; (iii) intervention delivery, such as its timing or the experience of the person delivering it; and (iv) how outcomes are measured. Differences in settings, target populations,
and intervention delivery can cause real differences in outcomes, whereas apparent differences in outcomes may disappear if study methodologies are uniform (6).

Differences in context matter. This is particularly true where the impacts of interventions differ considerably. Systematic review and meta-analysis can be valuable for informing decisions in such fields, but generalizing about intervention effectiveness may be difficult (7). Further analyses can help explain this variation, but the analyses that authors consider interesting (and, therefore, the analysis that they conduct) may not be the analysis that decision-makers desire.

**Providing access to the highly relevant and up-to-date evidence suited to practitioners and policymakers requires a new method of evidence synthesis that builds on advances in systematic review.**

One way to deal with varying contexts is to work with decision-makers to coproduce new primary studies or systematic reviews that fit a specific context (8). However, this requires considerable investment for each decision, resulting in studies that are not cost-effective or scalable, and the evidence produced is still of limited relevance to other contexts. We think a more promising solution for delivering relevant evidence may be: (i) compiling evidence for multiple interventions across a broad topic; (ii) determining the relevance of studies to contexts requested by decision-makers; and (iii) assessing the effectiveness of interventions for the context of interest.

In addition to the problem of relevance, there is sometimes duplication of syntheses on a given topic, potentially wasting time and money (1). Furthermore, reviews can become out of date quickly due to the rapidly increasing number of research papers published every year, potentially resulting in incorrect estimates of intervention effectiveness (9). These challenges were put into stark relief at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, when the rush to synthesize evidence produced nearly 9,000 systematic reviews (10). However, many of these syntheses repeated similar syntheses, and, due to the massive number of clinical trials being published, almost all of these are now out of date (10). The problem of syntheses becoming out of date is common in studies that are not cost-effective or scalable, and the evidence produced is still of limited relevance to other contexts.

Figure 1 shows the path that a user might take to better understand the topic. This example shows the impacts of different types of invasive plant management, with a particular focus on controlling an invasive plant species in the genus *Spartina* (cordgrass). This path is represented by the black line and arrows in Fig. 1. Meta-analysis can produce different effect sizes, but here, we used percentage change of the outcome measures, derived from the log response ratio. In the meta-analyses in Fig. 1, after looking at the impacts of management on multiple outcomes (Fig. 1, box 1), the user elected to examine only the effect on the abundance of invasive plants (Fig. 1, box 2), then only the effect on *Spartina* species abundance (Fig. 1, box 3), and then the specific effect of chemical control by comparing different herbicides’ effects on *Spartina* species abundance (box 4). The final analysis (Fig. 1, box 4) shows that *Spartina* abundance was reduced by 55% (across 11 studies with 78 comparisons) when glyphosate herbicide was used, but was not significantly reduced when other herbicides were used. This is just one of many routes that users could take to analyze outcomes, enabling them to choose routes of greatest interest to them. Another user may wish to analyze the management impacts on carbon storage or effects on native species, or filter to look at studies in North America.

Building on previous work (12), this approach was used as part of a review in January 2023, in response to Chinese Government plans to control *Spartina* across China by 2025 (13). Metadataset was used to run several distinct analyses to inform the management of *Spartina* using both the global dataset and a subset for China, suggesting that integrated controls are likely to be most effective for reducing its abundance, while chemical control also had significant control efficiency, but precise effects depended on herbicide type (14). However, standalone physical interventions only appeared to be effective in the short-term (14). The rapid
meta-analyses provided the evidence base for discussions with a panel of experts on *Spartina* management, who checked the results and supplemented the review with key contextual considerations for management options, delivering evidence-based advice within a short policy window (14).

Beyond allowing users to filter out studies they regard as irrelevant, the system also allows users to recalibrate study weights so that those with higher relevance contribute more to meta-estimates. For example, a user may be interested in evidence from a particular geographic region or species, or may wish to only look at studies that used the most robust methodologies. Thus, users can identify studies with the most relevant features, with results that are likely to transfer relatively well to their own context. Doing this dynamically using an online interactive tool allows users to customize the analysis to their specific context, rather than being constrained by a static systematic review.

Not only do syntheses vary in their relevance to decision-makers, but they can quickly become out of date. One solution is using “living reviews,” in which the evidence base is searched and regularly updated as studies are published. This approach is rapidly gaining acceptance in healthcare and has great potential in other fields. Metadataset can facilitate the production of living reviews, as data can be added as they are published—this platform therefore represents both a living and customizable synthesis; hence, dynamic meta-analyses are a unique type of living review. In addition, by providing a repository for the data underlying systematic reviews of interventions, our tool clearly identifies which topics have been covered or are actively being covered. Scaling up our approach could provide a centralized, open-access repository that would allow knowledge gaps to be assessed, aiding scoping of future synthesis.

Dynamic meta-analysis presents an exciting new direction for evidence synthesis and decision-making. It provides practitioners and decision-makers with quick and easy access to relevant and up-to-date evidence for mission-driven disciplines. Dynamic meta-analysis may be particularly useful for complex interventions delivered through multifaceted programs, since their results are perceived to be highly context-specific (15). Although our recent focus has been agriculture and nature conservation, we believe that dynamic meta-analysis would be useful in other mission-driven fields, such as public health, development, and education. One potentially fruitful case in point: assessing
antibullying campaigns in schools, the results of which may vary widely depending on their frequency, duration, and ability to mobilize bystanders to bullying (16). Dynamic meta-analysis would allow a decision-maker to explore how the effectiveness of antibullying campaigns varies due to different contextual factors in a user-friendly, accessible format.

Realizing the Potential

Although dynamic meta-analysis is a powerful tool, there clearly is much work to be done. In the short-term, we need to: (i) expand our database to cover more topics relating to biodiversity conservation, thereby allowing more powerful analyses on a wider range of topics; and (ii) refine the tool through user testing to increase usability. There are also several barriers that must be overcome. One is the long-term maintenance of the tool, a barrier shared by living systematic reviews. To overcome this, collaboration—particularly international collaboration—with other researchers and decision-makers can facilitate the longevity of projects such as ours by providing access to diverse and long-term funding streams. We also envision governance of the tool being determined by strategic and technical boards made up of individuals from collaborating organizations. Automated searches combined with natural-language processing may also substantially reduce the resources required to update the evidence base and focus funding on the long-term functioning of the tool.

Another problem is how to ensure the trustworthiness and transparency of the data underpinning the tool. We see two main ways to do this: (i) the production of protocols detailing how data were compiled and (ii) publishing peer-reviewed papers describing the database when significant updates are made. Similarly, there may be concerns about the inappropriate use of analyses to find statistical significance for a particular result, also known as "p-hacking" or "cherry picking." This could result from individuals selecting evidence that supports a specific agenda or searching for significant results for publication. To guard against this, our tool allows users to provide a URL link to the analysis that they carried out, thus allowing for other users to see exactly how the analysis was performed. These other users could then repeat the analysis, modifying settings as they see fit, to examine whether reported analyses are robust to other evidence, a major advantage over static meta-analysis.

Dynamic meta-analysis will not be useful in all circumstances. For example, systematic reviews that are code-signed with decision-makers who will later make use of the generated evidence can be extremely useful for informing expensive, large-scale policy decisions, where the costs of mistakes are high (17). However, most decisions are relatively small, local decisions, made by a small team (17). In these cases, dynamic meta-analysis has the potential to provide quantitative answers for problems where context is important, decisions need to be made relatively rapidly, and costs must be kept low. We also recognize that not all fields, particularly those where research is not translated into practice, will find dynamic meta-analysis useful.

We envision a future in which dynamic meta-analysis can be used to address questions when answers are needed rapidly or where resource constraints preclude targeted systematic review. To achieve this, organizations that operate at the science–policy interface should train and hire scientists who are able to interpret meta-analyses and critically appraise scientific evidence to act as intermediaries between researchers and decision-makers. If well-implemented, this step could aid society in overcoming many pressing global-scale challenges that require effective interventions. Although these challenges are global in nature, their solutions often must be delivered at national or subnational scales. Synthesis that generates locally relevant evidence is therefore an important step. But whatever the scale, better, more tailored, timely, and reliable evidence will give researchers and policymakers a better chance to solve critical problems in the years to come.